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ABSTRACI

A niniature pressure transducer capable of measuring both

static and transient pressures has been developed using a piezojurction

sensing element. Spectral density measurements of the fluctuating

wa1l pressure beneath a turbulent bor-mdary layer obtained using this

transducer, when corpared to published. results, verify that it nay be

used, with confidence, for turbulence measurements.

Using the pressuïe transducer to detect the fluctuating wall

pressures and a hot-wire probe to measure the fluctuating velocity

coÍponent in the axial direction, the flow structure in a developing

pipe flow was studíed. Erergy spectral densities and cross corrêlations

of the fluctuating wa1l pressures arrd fluctuating velocities r^rere measured

in a developing pipe flow, æd from these measurements a qualitative

picture of the pressure field and velocity field in such a flow has been

presented.
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INTRODUCTION

In industries dealing with fluid flow over a boundary surface,

such as the aircraft or petroleum industries, a working lcrowledge of the

flow phenomenon occurring at the boundary is essential if optfurun

performance of equipment and processes is to be attained. Consequently,

a great deal of research into the structure of turbulence in the boundary

layer has been undertaken in an attenpt to fonnulate mathematical models

which could be used to predict various aspects of the flow phenomenon.

In an inconpressible turbulent flow, the main dependent variables

are velocity and pressure, and until recently, the najority of the

e:perimentãl investigations in turbulent flow have dealt only with the

velocity conponents of the f1ow. This was mainly due to the early

development of the hot-wire anemometers, however, with the recent de-

velopment of rniniatuïe pressure transducers capable of detecting snalI,

transient pressures, there have been more and more studies of the

fluctuating wa11 pressures in turbuílent flow.

Direct measurements of pressure fluctuations within a turbulent

f1ow, as compared to measurements of the velocity fluctuations are not

possible, because suitable pressure transducers r^¡hich would have no

significant influence on the flow field have not as yet been developed.

Errperimental work is therefore limited to the measurement of the wal1

pressure fluctuations produced by turbulent shear flow over a bourdary

surface in which the sensing element of the pressure transducer nay be

flush mounted, so as not to disturb the flow.

Several investigations have been carried out using correlation
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techniques to detennine the relationships between the fluctuating velocity

fields and the pressure fields in a turbulent boundary layer. These

have been measured in order to obtain an understanding of the structure

of the scale of the eddies that produce the pressure fluctuations. Most

of the erperimental work to date has been conducted in two dimensional

turbulent bor.ndary layers over a flat plate and in fu11y developed

turbulent pipe flow, whereas, very little work has been done in a three

dirnensional boundary layer as found in devetr-oping pipe flow.

One of the aims of this work was to develop a pressure transducer

capable of detecting the fluctuating wal1 pressures present in turbulent

borndary layers. The sensing element selected for the transducer is

basically a silicon planar NPN transistor that has its enitter-base

jrrrction mechanically coupled to a diaphragm.

Using the pressure transducer to detect the fluctuating wal1

pressures, energy spectra and cross correlation measurements of the

fluctuating wall-pressures and velocities will be obtained in a turbulent

boundary layer of a developing pipe flow
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CHAPTER 1

T}IE ÐEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF TT{E PIEZOJIJNCTION PRESSTJRE TRANSDUCER

[.1 Introduction

In the last fifteen years a great deal of attention has been

focused on the development of miniature pressure transducers capable of

detecting transient pressures as found in the field of gas dynamics. One

of the aims of this work was to develop a low cost, yet versatile pressure

measuring system capable of measuring differential static pressures and

fluctuating pressures as encountered in turbulence measurements.

For the static mode of operation the basic requirements for the

transduceï are as follows:

1. A high sensitivity to applied pressure.

2. An output which is linearly proportional to the applied pressure.

3. Good thermal D.C. stability properties.

4. A mechanisrn with a minimrrn of hysteresis.

Wtren measuring transient pressures, the transducer shouild exhibit

the above qualities, as well as the following:

1. A flat frequency ïesponse over the range of operation.

2. A high resonant frequency for the transducer assembly.

3. An output not affected by mechanical vibrations.

4. A minim.rn thermal sensitivity shift.

Recent investigators, I¡lillnarth and Wooldridge (1965), Bull (1963),

Kan¡amura (1960) and Schloemer (1967) have r;sed pressure transducers containing

a piezoelectric transduction element with a variety of crystal naterials

such as Bariun-Titanate, Lead-Zirconate, md Lead-Titanate--Lead-Zirconate.

The source inpedance of a piezoelectric transducer is very high and hence
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conventional anplifiers or oscilloscopes, whidr have an input impedance

of the order of 1 megohn or less, caffrot be used to nonitor the output

signal directly. Consequently there is a need for a low noise anplifier

with an inpedance of at least 100 neþohms across its signal-input terminals.

This problen has been more or less solved with the use of Field Effect

Transistors, however, the necessity of a high-input inpedance, low-noise

anplifier adds greatly to the cost of the system.

Rather than use piezoelectric crystals, it was decided to use a

new and ine:pensive pressure sensing element which is conrnerciaLly available

under the trade name of PITRAII*. Basically, the PITRANi is a silicon planar

NPN transistor that has its enitter-base ji.urction mechanically corpled to

a diaphragm. The electrical characteristics of this sensor are such fhat a

relatively large ou@ut voltage occurs with small pressure changes, and

hence the added cost and problems of an external signal anplification system

may be elininated. The result is a sinple and ine:çensive pressure measuring

system capable of detecting both static and fluctuating pressures.

The construction details and the draracteristic properties of the

tr)ressure measuring instn¡nent developed are described in the following

sections.

* PITRA¡ü is a Stow Laboratoriesr registered tradenark.
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L.2 The Pressure Transducer.

I.2.L Description of Sensing Element and Probe Unit.

As mentioned in section 1.1, the sensor is a silicon planar NPN

transistor with a stress sensitive emitter-base ji.niction. Figure 1.1(a)

shows how the jurction is mechanically corpled to the diaphragn. I{tren a

pressure is applied to the diaphragm the electrical characteristics of the

transistor aïe changed due to the creation of l-ocalrízed stresses in the

jurction, a phenomenon r^¡hich is referred to as the Anisotropic Stress

Effect. Because of this, the current gain of the transistor is extremely

sensitive úo the applied stress and hence, to the motion of the diaphragn.

The small, ful1 scale deflection of the diaphragn, approxinately 2 u-i¡aches,

has the advantage of offering a very sma1l voltunetric displacement of the

sensing element, and hence very litt1e disturbance to the f1ow. As a result

of the smal1 npvements and the high sensitivity to applied stress, the

manufacturers of the PITRAN have claimed a conversion efficiency (electrical

energy out/rnechanical energy in) much higher than that of any other pressure

sensing element.

In order to use the sensor (see Figure 1.1(b) in both the static

arrd dynamic nx¡de, a faírLy rugged and versatile mounting systen had to be

derrised. Figure L.z(a) shows the details of the holder with 1.2(b) showing

how the holder was mounted in the wall of a pipe with the sensing element

flush with the wal1. As the container of the PITRAN is connected to the

collector of the transistor, the sensing element had to be electrically

insulated from the holder, and to achieve this, a semi-rigid epo4¡ (ECOBOND-

45) was r.¡sed with very satisfactory results

To minimize the electromagnetic pickrp, a seven wire, shielded cable

was constructed with tfie base lead shielded by the einitter lead for each

PITRAN. Care had to be taken in the electrical connection of the cable to
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the holder in order to ensure that it would not exert a pull on the leads

of the PITRAII during operatíon, as a distortion of the hpader could induce

spurious signals in the output.

Once the PITRANS were installed in the holder the result was a

fairLy corpact, nrgged and versatile pressure transducer. As mentioned

previously, one of the advantages of these sensors is the large output,

and this eliminates the need for a great deal of external signal conditioning.

I{owever, as the PITRANIS were differentially biased, for tenperature stability

reasons, a certain amor.nt of signal conditioning was necessary. The nature

and extent of the signal conditioning is discussed in the succeeding

section.

T.2.2 Design and Construction of the Pressure Transducer Electrical

Circuit.

Due to the relatively high (-100 rnv/oC) tenperature coefficient

of the PITRAN, it was necessary to install a teuperature natched pair of

sensing elements, differentially biased, in order to minimize tlne thermal

zero shift. Figure 1.3 shows the circuit diagram for the system and because

the PITRAN is basicaLly a transistor, conventional transistor circuit

design techniques r^¡ere enployed. The first stage operational anplifier

(Alttr 1) was used to convert the double ended output from the PITRAI,üS into

one signal. From the output of (Alt4P 1) the signal is further conditioned,

first through an integrator (C1,R1) and then through a differentiating

(CZ,RZ) circuit. The last operational anplifier (AitP 3) being used strictly

for a gain control ùith the gain adjustable from 0 to 25.

The section, enclosed by dashed lines in Figure 1I.3, is the

part of the circuit used to balance the sensitivities and tracking of the

two sensing elements. I¡rhen the two PITRAIIIS were received, it was found
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for PITRAN 1 and PITRAN 2 respectively. To conpensate for this difference,

the base cr.lrrents of the PITRANS were adjusted by varying the base resistances.

In the balance network, all the biasing potentiometers interact with one

,,ì another, however, B-1 can be considered a track adjustrnent with B-2

: setting tJre operating point of the PITRANS while B-3 adjr;sts the D.C.

zero of the outout.

Because of the interaction of B-1, B-2 arÃ B-5, an iterative

procedtrre was necessary for their adjustment. To ensure that the last

. stages (AI\IIP 2 andAlt4P 3) were D.C. zeroed, AI\4P l was AC cor-pled to Alt4P 2

and the output balance B-4 adjr.rsted for a zero output. With the last

stages D.C. zer:oed, the first stage was again D.C. corpled to the rest

of the circuit and the trim potentiometers B-1 and B-2 adjusted using

an iterative procedure for a zero output voltage. For this adjustnent

the operating point was arbitrarily set at -8.0 volts so as to ensure that

the collectors of the PITRANIS were always reverse biased with respect to

the bases.

A more precise optimizing tectu:ique consisted of plotting a

,,,, curve of the output for different pressures applied to each sensing element,

,.:r while þeping the differential pressure, AP, between them a constant. A

^P 
of zero was for¡nd to be convenient and Figure 1.4 shows the results

obtained with varioi.rs W3 and emitter junction voltages. For applied pressures

,,.,; ræ to 400 nrn of water to both sensors, the results showing- a zere output is
:r:.:.1

" obtained with W3 and enitter jr.rrction voltages of -2.61 and -8.0 volts

respectively.
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1.5 The Calibration of the Transducer.

1.3.1 The Static Calibration.

The transducer is capable of measuring both static and fluctuating

pressures, md consequentLy, a calibration could be obtained relatively

easily by taking advantage of its static capabilities. On the other hand,

this ease in calibration is not available for transducers which operate

on a capacitive principle, as they can measure only the transient pressures.

Thus, they rnust be calibrated with the use of pressure pulses such as ob-

tained with shock tr-rbes (ltrillnrartJr and Itrooldridge (1963) , Bul1 (1963) ).

To perform the calibration, a differential static calibration

writ (see Figure 1.5) was built with a variable hydrostatic pressure being

supplied by a rnovable colunn of water. With this set r-rp it was possible

to apply a constant differential pressure to the pressure transducers while

varying the pressure on each sensing element. Using this teclu:ique a

farnily of curves of constant differential pressure was obtained as illustrated

in Figure 1.6, and by cross-plotting the data fron this figure a calibration

cun/e for the differential node of operation was obtained as shown in

Figure 1.7. Both positive and negative pressures, from 0 to 400 nrn of

water, were applied to the transducer in order to give a wide operational

range for the measurement of the static differential pressures as encountered

in turbulent flow¡

Mren the calibration technique was used with one of the PITRANS

erposed. to aûnosphere, the applied differential pressure equalled the static

pressure on the PITRAI,J. Hence, individual calibration curves for each

sensing element were also obtained. A typical calibration cuïve is shornm

in Figure 1.8 with data points obtained during one calibration cyc1e. The

results of this static calibration are best described with the linearity,

hysteresis and repeatability characteristics as given in the following
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paragraphs.

The linearity of a transducer's calibration is defined as the

maximtun deviation of any calibration point from the corresponding point

on a specified straight line during one calibration cycle. Consequently,

it is important to lcrow the exact nature of the straight line to which the

calibration curve is corpared. Several straight lines were tried, however,

little difference r^ias obtained in the results, so the value reported is for

an Independent Linearity referred to the "Best Straight Line". From Figure

1.8 the independent linearity was measured to be 11.5% of the fu1l scale

ou@ur (F.S.0. ).

The hysteresj-s of the transducer's calibration is defined as the

maxim.un difference in any pair of ou@ut readings so obtained during any

one calibration cycle. Fron ttre calibration curye (Figure 1.8) the hysteresis

hras measured to be 3% F.S.O.

The ability of the transducer to reproduce output readlings when

the sare pressure is applied to it consecutively, tnder the same conditions,

and in the sarne direction, is referred to as the repeatability. This has

been measured to be within 0.5% F.S.O. as long as the enitter jr.nrction

voltage and the W3 voltage were set at their optimum values.

Anotfier irportant static characteristic irs the D.C. stability of

the instrunent, Figure 1.9 shows a long range stability test performed

with continuor.rs monitoring for 82 hours. The relatively large change (*t%

F.S.O.) in output voltage frorn lnotlr 2V to hour 35 is directly correlated

with a 6oF increase in anbient teÍperatuïe experienced during this time

period. During the rest of the time the ambient room tenperature remained

relatively constant. The results of this test indicate that the instnunent

has about a three hour warrn rp period with the D.C. stability being affected

by tenperature changes. However, there does not appear to be any D.C.
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drift with time.

Because of the warrn ìæ period the instn-nnent was kept on continuously

for the whole tine period in which eroerimental data \^ras obtained.

I.3.2 The Dfnamic Calibration.

The transducer will be used for measurements where rapid pressure

variations occuï, and consequently, the transducerst dynamic characteristics

nust be established. A useful indication of the ability of the transducer

to operate r:nder variors frequency ranges is the frequenry response, which

is fonnally defined as the change with frequency of the ratio of the output

signal to the pressure signal anplitude.

The detennination of the frequency response r^ras accoÍplished by

a conparison of the spectral density curves obtained usinggthe transducer

and a calibrated condenser microphone. A loudspeaker was excited with random

noise, and the resulting pressure waves were measured, using both a Brüe1

and Kjaer half inch condenser microþhone and the transducer. A schematic

drawing of the test set ræ is given in Figure 1.10. The outputs from these

trarrsducers \4rere analyzed in the frequenqr donain usinglta Hewlett-Packard

It4cdel 3590 A Wave Analyzer with the results given in Figure 1.11. The

banó¡,ridth used in these tests was 10 Hz.

The characteristics of the loudspeaker hrere not lcrovm and, as it

turned out, the speaker had several definite resonant frequencies. However,

this did not interfere with the test as only a comparison between the two

spectra was being made. In fact, the distinct peaks were used to conpare

the tracking of the two sensors. As only relative shapes of the two curves

hrere coilpared, the ordinate is, úor ease in measurement, represented in

decibels with respect to an arbitrary reference.

To ensure that an adequate signal-to-noise ratio existed for the
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frequency spectral measurements, the poitIer spectnnn of the anrbient noise

of the pressure transducer r^ras determined. This measurement is essentially

a measure of the arnbient noise in the room and the electronic noise in the

transducer and accoÍpanying electronics. The power spectral density curve

for the ambient noise is also presented in Figure 1.11 and is some 20 db

below the signal, a value which can be considered to be acceptable.

From the pohrer spectral density curves it can be seen that the

pressure transducer performed as well as the condenser nicrophone tp to aboüt

15 KHz. Above this frequency the transducer still continued to give an

ou@ut where as the response of tJre condenser microphone rapidly degenerated

around 20 lfr1z and beyond. Due to the colrparative nature of the test it

cannot be said that the transducer employing the PITRAN sensing elements has

a better frequency response than the microphone. However, one may conclude

that the ïesponse was equal to that of the condenser microphone. The half

inch microphone r.¡sed rras recently calibrated and the individual calibration

curve (See Figure A'2) s-xÉþlied with the microphone, showed a flat (t 1 db

re 0.0002 Ub) response fron 20 Hz to 20 lKJ;z. Thus the frequency response of

the pressure transducer rnay be representdd as being flat (t 1 db re 0.0002

ub) from 0 to 20 KFIz, witJ: the strong possibility of having an even larger

dynanic r¿tnge than inåicated, as signals beyond 60 KHz have been detected.
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L.4 Effects of Experimental Environment on Transducer Performance.

The accurao¡ of. the results depends greatly on how the output of

the transducer is affected by rribrations, terperature variations and en-

r¡ironmental sotrnd field. These conditions will be discr.¡ssed separately in

tJ:e following sections.

L.4.I Vibrations

A rnajor effect of environmental vibrations is the application of

low frequenq¡ acceleration forces to the sensing element which "look-like"

pressure fluctuations to the transducer. The nagnitude of these acceleration-

induced output errors are proportional to the mass. and stiffness of the

sensing element. As the PITRAN sensor has a very small mass, and a relatively

stiff diaphragrn, it was felt that acceleration forces would not contribute

significantly to the ou@ut signal.

This assulption was verified by morllting the transducer in the test

section, with the sensing element blocked off fron the f1ow, and recording

the power spectrt-un for the transducer in a vertical and a horizontal position.

If acceleration effects had been significant, there would have been a marked

increase in energy levels when the acceleration sensitive axis of tfie sensing

element coincided with the axis of gravity (transducer in vertical position).

However, this was not the case as shorn¡n in Figure 1.14 where the mechanical

corpling spectn-rm was taken with the transducer in the horizontal and vertical

position.

A further effect of vibrations on a transducer is the exÈitation

of internal conponents into higher frequency "synpathetic" vibrations at their

resonant frequencies. At these resonant frequencies the applied vibration

amplitude could be greatly anplified by the vibrating conponents, and large

output errors would results: Thus, it is necessary fortthe natural frequency

of the transducer to be appreciably higher than the highest significant
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frequenry of r¡ibration of the structure on which the transducer is to be

installed

Vibration tests carried out on the transducer shor,ved that the

natural mechanical resonant frequenqf of the rnit is 58 KIz. In order to

detennine the stnrcture vibration, an independent test was made with a

Brüel and Kjaer accelerometer, Model 4339, mou:ted by means of a magnet

on the test section. The wind tr.rnnel was then operated at its naximrn

speed. The ou@ut from the accelerometeï was analyzed with the wave anaLyzer

and the resulting pohrer spectral density curve is shovm in Figure I.I2.

Fron this figure, prominant peaks can be seen t4) to 10 KFIz, especially

around thelI({z regioni however, beyond the 10 KFIz frequency range there

are no significant peaks. Thus, it canr be concluded that with a resonant

frequency of 58 KFIz for the transducer, the structure r¡ibrations should

not contribute a significant antount to the overall signal.

A further test to veri$z this hlas acconplished by installing

the transducer in the trr¡rel wa1l such that the sensing element was blocked

off from the flow. The nethod used to cover the sensing element did not

conpletely eliminate the pickry of pressure fluctuations, however, it did

reduce the signal output. With the trrurel operating at a center line velocity

of 200 ft/sec, a pol^¡er spectrLrn of the transducer output signal was obtained

with the test section cor-pled nechanicaLLy to the rest of the tunnel and with

an air coupling arrangement. The latter method essentiälly isolated the

test section from vibrations and hence is a measure of the signal whereas

the former rnethod measured the signal ph:s vibrations. Figure 1.14 shows

the ou@ut of this test and, recalling that signals add in quadrature when

dealing with power spectra, it can be seen that the vibration effects are

sufficiently small to be neglected. It can also be noted that the predoninant
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peaks at 70 and 140 flz are present in both cun¡es, consequently one nay

conclude that they are not due to vibrations. It was initially believed that

these were due to the sormd field in the test section, and consequently,

tests r\Iere carried out to detennine the soi.rnd field intensities. These

tests are described in section I.4.3.

T. 4.2 Tenperature Effects.

Erçosure of a transducer to tenperatures above or below that at

which the calibration was usually perforrned causes some cha¡rges in the

calibration. The PITRANS, because of their high thermal zero shift, are

especially susceptible to tenperature changes. It is for this reason that

two tenperatr¡re natched PITRANIS were used, biased in a differential mode.

The ctraracteristics important for the description of the thermal

properties of the transducer are both the thermal zero shift and the thermal

sensitivity shift. The former is a paraIleI displacement of the calibration

curve while the latter is indicated by a drange in the slope of the calibration

curve.

The tenperature dependency test was performed by submerging the

pressure transducer, enclosed in a waterproof container, into a constant

tenperature bath (Ì .05oF). Using the static calibration rmit, neur calibration

curves at different terperatures were detennined, with the results shoum in

Figure 1.13. From this figure, the thermal sensitivity shift was determined

to be 0.15% F.S.O. per degree Fahrenheit with the thermal zero shift being

1% F.S.O. per degree Fahrenheit.

I.4.3. Sound Field.

As the presence of a sornd field

to give rise to interference with the wal1

in the working section is likely

Dressure measurements it was
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necessary to detennine the interrsity of the sound field.

An attempt to measure the sound field in the free stream condition

was made using a faired half inch Brüe1 and Kjaer condenser microphone.

The nose fairing on the microphone was designed to reduce the aerodynanically

induced noise present when ttre nicrophone is exposed to high wind speed.

However, the results of the tests were inconclusive as the micro-

phone could not be introduced into the test section in a satisfactory maru:.er.

Further soirnd tests hrere carried out with the measurements of the anbient

noise outside the test section with and without the wind tururel operating. The

spectra revealed little information with regard to any significant sornd

frequencies being present. However, the tests without the wind tlmnel nmning

did reveal the 120 Hz tthtnft of the lights in the Turbulence Lab. As well as

the 120 Hz peak, the spectnm also showed the harmonies of the "hun".

From the sotrrd measurements, no definite conch.¡sions could be reached

with regards to the presence of a strong sound field in the test section.
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CHAPTER 2

EQUIPMENT A\ID EPERIMENTAT PROCEDT]RES

2.I Wind Tunnel Facilities.

The erperiments weïe caïTied out in the low speed. wind tmnel .

facilities of the Turbulenôe Labqratory, at the University of Manitoba. A

schematic drar,'ring shor,rring the general layout of the tururel and location of

the test section is given in Figure 2.1. The air moving device consisted of .

a variable speed centrifugal fan, capable of producing center line velocities 
,,:.

in the test section from 60 feet per second to 250 feet per second. Detailed

infornation with regards to the flow straiþþteners, contraction cone and

diffi;ser was given by Krueger (1970) and Freison (1970). The section after

the contraction cone consisted of sections of smooth (25 U rms) pipe with a

10 cm internal dianeter. This snrooth pipe allowed the turbulent borndary

Iayer to develop naturally without any tripping devices. With this arrangement

for ã.fr.lowing the flow to develop, it was possible to study a developing turbulent

boundary layer as found in pipe f1ow.

The flow was studied in detail in the test section located at the 
:,.,,

inlet to the d.iffi.rser. Figures 2.1 and 3.1 show the positions of the test 
:

section with respect to the rest of the wind trrurel.
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2.2 Instn¡nentation.

2.2.L Pressure Measurements.

The fluctuating wal1 pressures viere measured using the pressure

transducer described in Chapter 1. Figure 1.2(b) shows how the transducer

hlas mountéd in t-he test section. The calibration of the transduceï r4ias

described in section 1.3 with its dynanic characteristics showing a f1at

frequency response fron 0 to 20 KFIz and a therrnal sensitivity shift of

0.015% per degree Fahrenheit, based on a calibration performed at aurbient

room conditions.

The static wall pressures 'hlere measured using a Betz micromanometer

capable of measuring differential pressures of rp to 400 nrn of water, while

the differential pressure across the contraction cone r^r¿ts measured using a

Disa type 134b Micromanorneter.

2.2.2 Velocity Measurements.

The fluctuating velocities were measured with constant current

hot-wire equipnent manufactured by Disa. The anemometers r:sed were the Disa

type 55Ð25 and type 55D01, with the outputs li¡rearized using the Disa tlpe

55D10 Linearizer. The performance characteristics and operating detårils for

the above r¡rits are given in their respective instruction marruals.

I4lhen using the X-probe to measure the u and v conponents of the

velocity field it was necessary to use tr^ro anemoneters. As the sr-rn and

difference of the signals from each ane¡nometer were used in the detennination

of the separate velocity cor4lonents, it was necessary for the time lag in

both anenometer circuits to be the same. To determine the time lag, the two

arlenometers were set up as shom in Figure 2.2 wing two single wire miniature

probes acting as the sensors.
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a miniature
probes.

FIGIJRE 2.3 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE TIME-LAG TEST

PERFORMED ON TFIE ANEI\4]METERS.

With the anemometers in the operating condition, a sim.¡soidal

signal from the signal generator r^ras srperinposed on both inputs from the

miniature hot-wire probes. using a dual beam oscilloscope, triggered

externally frorn the signal generator, the phase lag between the outputs

from the two anemometers could be detennined by conparing the two wave

forms on the scope. The results of the test showed that the so1id. state

anenpmeter, Disa type 55001, had a much smaller time lag than the tube

tytrle anemometers, Disa type 55D25. Consequently, for the X-probe measurements

the older tube type anemometers were used, while for the single wire measurements

the newer solid state anemometerhras used.

The hot-wire probes used were the Disa 55438 miniature X-array

probes and the Disa 55F04 Bou'rdary Layer probe. Both probes have a 5 u

diameter platim.un-plated tlngsten wire with an active length of 1.25 nrn,

with the boundary layer probe being gold plated at the ends. This construction
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ensured a very low level of aerodynanic interference between the sensitive

portion of the wire and the prongs and sten body. The X-array probe was used

to measure the turbulence intensities of the u and v velocity conponents

arrd the boumdary Layer probe was used in the determination of the pressure-

velocity correlation coefficient bu as well as the turbulence intensity of the

u velocity conponent.

The X-probe 'hlas rnornted in the aerofoil traversing nechanism as

shovn: in Figure 2.3. Many problems were encor.ntered in the use of the belt
turning der¡ice (part 9 in Figure 2.3) incorporated in the aerofoil of the

traversing mechanism. Thr¡s, it was decided to use tJ:e X-probe in the aerofoil,

without this turning mechanism, ffid consequently only the u and v coÍponents

were obtained. For the measurements of the correlation coefficient, the

fluctuating velocity in the axial d.irection, vr¿LS measured. with the bourdary

layer probe mounted in the traversing nechanism in the same maruLer as the

À-proDe.

2.2.3 Analogue Record of Signals.

The signals from the pressure and velocity transducers were recorded

on a seven channel Lyric TR61-2 F.M. tape recorder. The recorder could

operate at a tape speed of .6, 6 and 60 inches perssecond with the correspond.ing

upper frequency linits of 200, 2000 and 20,000 Hz respectively. A feature

of this tape recorder was tJre playback u'rit which was designed with one

rpvable head to allow the introduction of a time dei.ay between a pair of

signals. This was the tine delay used for the determination of the auto-

correlation function as described in section 4.1.

jtbre detailed specifications for the tape recorder are found in

its operating and maintenance manual
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2.2.4 Power Spectrum Measurements.

The power spectn-un of both the pressure and velocity fluctuations

I,ìiere measured using a Hewlett-Packard Model 3590 A wave analyzer artd a Radiometer

tvlodel FM-2c wave analyzer. Both are constant bandwidth heterodyne type

,., analyzers with the latter having the advantage of a narrolrer frequency

bandr¡'¡idth (ZHz vs 10Hz) while having the disadvantage of a lower, rpper

frequency 1iÍtit (16KIz vs 620IGIz), It was observed that the spectrum obtained.

. with the narrol4rer bandr¡ridth anaLyzer did not present any moïe information
: than that taken using the wider bandr,r¡idth analyzer. Due to this, and. the

ì,1,' fact that the Hewlett-Packard wave analyzer could be tsed directly with the

Xf-recorder, all spectra presented were made using the Hewlett-Packard

model.,.

The internal rms meter of the analyzer was for.u-rd to be inadequately

dalrped, and it was necessary to increase the time constant of the meter

frorn 1 second to 10 seconds in order to read the meter.

To provide gïeater frequency stability to ensure precise tr.ming,

a Hewlett-Packard sweeping loca1 oscillator Model 35944 was i;sed in conjunction

with the wave analyzer. With this rnit it was possible to sweep the desired ì:., j . .1

frequency ï¿tnge both automatically and. rnanually. Another useful feature of 
::¡¡,i¡...'.'.'

. .;

this 1oca1 oscillator was the digital frequency display ,',.',,ì,,,,,:,ì,.i

2.2.5 Vibration Measurements

The iribration tests carried out on the wind tururel were performed

r:sing a Brüel and Kjaerpiezoelectric accelerometer, type 43s9. The :,.:-,,
individual calibration curve (repooduced in Figure A-2) srpplied with the

accelerometer showed a dynanic range fron 10Hz to 20 KFIz with an undamped

natural frequenry of 46Wfz. A block diagram of the instrwnentation used

for the vibration measurements is shou¡n in Figure 2.4 using the Brüel and.

Kjaer Precision sound Level meter, type zz\s, as an anplifier -. -'i :
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Accelerometer
mounted to the
test section with
a nagnet.

FIGURE 2.4 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE INSTRWENTATION

FOR TFIE VIBRATION IUEASUREMENTS.

2.2,6 Sor.nd Measurements.

The condenser microphone which was used in the qualitative dynamic

calibration of the pressure transducer hras a Brüel and Kjaer half inch

condenser rnicrophone. As there was no preanplifier for the nicrophone the

Sound Level meter had to be used as an anplifier as 'hias the case with the

accelerometer.

The microphone waq recently calibrated and the individual calibration

curve (reproduced in Figure A-1) showed a flat frequency response from Z)Hz

to Z}IGIz with a resonant frequency of approximately 25KJz. These values are

for the microphone cartridge with the protection grid over the d.iaphragm,

being mounted on the Brüel and Kjaer cathode Follower type 2614,

I{hen the nicrophone'hlas r¡sed to measure the sou-rd field in the wind

tunnel, the faired nose cone was used. This cone was designed to reduce the
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X-Y

Recorder
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aeïodynanicaLly induced noise present when the rnicrophone is erposed to high

wind speeds.

2.2.7 Correlation Measurements

The correlation coefficients \u were measured using a Disa tpe
',",'',r 55406 Randon Signal Indicator and Correlaûor. The principle on which the eorrelator ':

worked, required that the rms value of the two input signals be equal. This

accorplished by ad.justing the gain of the output anplifiers of both the

:::::;; pressure transducer and the hot-wire anemometers'., 
1..'

.::..::: More detailed information on the operating principle of the Correlator
' '.: 

can .be obtaíned fron the appropriate instruction manual.

2.2.8 lr4onitoring Equiplrent.

All electricaL signals were visually monitored using a Telequipment

Type D35-A Dual Bearn Oscilloscope. The root-mean-squaïe measurements were made

with a Disa Type 55D35 true rms meter with variable danping facilities incor-

porated in it. This feature is useful for measurements in fluid mechanics

where large fluctuations are 1ike1y to occur, as optirnum averaging times

could be selected.. The D.C. voltages r^Iere measrred r:sing a Disa Type 55D30

voltmeter which features an adjustable attenuation with a digital readout.

It'lcre detailed information with regards to the performance characteristics

of the above urits are avaíIable in their respective operating rnanuaâÉ.
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2.3 Calibration Methods.

2.3.I Calibration of Hot-Wire Probes

Tenperature tests showed that the operating tenperature of the wind

ttnnel l^ras some tOoE higher than that in the miniature trmnel of the Disa
: 'j

,r,;,,¡ type 55D41 ealibration Equipment. This equipment had been used for calibration 
"',','-',',,".-.-i.

of the hot-wire probes by previous investigators (Slusar (1969), Freíson (1970)

and Krueger (1970). However, the difference in operating terpeïatures

., could cause considerable errors in the hot-wire calibration. Thr;s, it was . , . '
: 1 r'r'1" _

decided to calibrate the hot-wire probes in the test section of the wind
. '''.' .'''. .':
. .. .,.:'tmnel. To accomplish this, the wind tr-nu:el was first calibrated by measuring : ':

the mean velocity profiles (results shov¡r in Figure 2.5) in the test section,

for various flor,v speeds, trsing the pitot tube arrangement as shov¡n in Figure

2.6. The pressure drop across the contraction cone of the tunnel was measured,

as well as the ttrrrel air tenpeïature at each speed. From this data, a

calibration curve for the center line velocity, and the average velocity in
the test section of the wind tr¡nnel was determined as shov¡n in Figure 2.7.

Using this calibration cuïve it was possible to determine the centerline

velocity in the test section and hence the hot-wire probes could be calibrated 
r,,, ,:,,ì,,,,,j.

:_'. :.:.- :.:.:.t.. :...: .

in the environment in which they were to be operated. A typical, linearized, , , ,

calibration culve for the single wire, boundary layer probe is given in ' "',
Figure 2.8.

The velocity calibration of the hot-wire probes w¿rs checked before

and after each tmnel nn when the spectral density and the turbulence ','.,.', , ,' ,',

: . - . --

intensity measurements were being made.

2.3.2 Calibration of Pressure Transducer.

The ëalibration of the pressure transducer was performed r;sing the

d.ifferential static calibration r.rrit shovm in Figure 1.5. The details of i,,.,:
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the static and the dynanic calibration of the transducer are described, in
detail, in section 1.3.

When the root mean square pïessure and spectral density neasurements

were being made, the calibration hlas checked before and after each turrel rwr.
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GI{PTER 3

CTIARACTERISTICS OF TIIE FLOI4I FIELD.

3.1 Introduction

The turbulence measurements of this investigation were conducted

in the test section of the wind trm¡rel as shourn in Flgures 2.I and 3.1.

Becai;se the entrance length (L=17.5 D) was not long enough to promote futly
developed pipe flow (this usually requires L>30 D), ?he turbulent boimdary

layers studied were those of a d.eveloping pipe flow. As mentioned previously

in Section 2,L.1 the boundary layer was allowed to develop naturally. This

fact is inportant when conparing boundary layer properties with other in-

vestigators, as Willmarth and l{ooldridge (1963) have shor¡¡n that an artificial
tripping of the borxrdary layer, from laminar to turbulent conditions, changes

the structure of the turbulence.

The mean velocity profiles and bor.rrdary Layer thiclcresses for the

flow rates i.rrder consideration were obtained from Pitot tube measurements,

and by r-rsing graphical integration methods on the mean velocíty data, dis-

placement thiclcnesses and momentun thiclnesses weïe also detennined.. The

turbulent intensity levels of the flow were measured r.rsing the hot-wire

equiprent.

A schematic diagran of the test section with the bowrdary layer

growth pipes is given in Figure 3.1. rn this figure, the zero reference

position is located 3.25 inches frorn the flange on the exit of the contraction

cone with the separation vectors Er and 6z shown in the erploded view of the

test section.
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3.2 Characteristic Thicknesses of Bou:dary Layers.

In the following sr-bsections, the definitions of the boundary

layer thickness, the displacement thicla:ess, and the momentr.un thicl<ness wil1

be presented. The definition for the turbulence intensities will be onitted.,

as it is covered in Section S. i.
A srrnmary of the boundary layer parameters is shornnr in Table 3.I.

3.2.I Borndary Layer Thiclcress (ô)

The definition of the boundary layer thiclcress is to a certain

extent arbitrary, because transition from the velocity in the bor.u-rdary

Iayet to that outside, takes place asymptotically. However, the definition

adopted for the bor.mdary layer thickness is that distance from the wall

where the velocity differs by 1% fron the external verocity.

3.2.2 Displacement Thiclcress ô*

The friction forces present in the botrndary layer cal¡se the velocity

in this region to be decreased and consequently, the volune flow is also

reduced. The decrease in voh.une flow, compared to the flow which would

exist for the condition of no borndary layer in the pipe may be written as:

::':: 
/.RI t'fr rr\',.,. I o ru"" - u) Znrdt 3'7

' ''l

where U_ is the free stream velocity.

U is the local mean velocity at r.

::.. T is the radial coordinate measured outwards frorn the pipe axis.. :.'
-:.r.-Ì: ;

R is the pipe radius.

The displacement thicla:ess ô* is defined as the thiclcress of a region,

measured from the wall of the pipe, in which the voltune flow would be equal to
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this deficient flow voluune. Thus, for axi-synrnetric pipe flow the following

equality holds:

J.J
TT
tJ

æ

and by solving this quadratic equation, the displacement tåíclcress can be

obtained. Becar¡se ô* is sma1l coupared to R, the second. ord.er term may be

neglected, ffid the resulting equation for the displacement thiclq¡ess is:

3.2

and in the flow region from r=0 to r=R - 6 the contributions to the term

on the right hand side are negligible and consequently the lower limit of
the integral may be changed to R - ô. Reducing Eqr.ration 3.2 arÃ changing

the lirnits, result in:

22rR
nU- (R - (R - o*¡ ) =1 o ru_ - U) Zrrdr,

zpR
2Rô* - 6* +lJR-o

.Rôx=1 I O -rI)rdr.
R JR-ô f:

D

o I fU - UIU ZrrdrJo

(1 - IJ ) Zrdr,

3.4

3.2.3 ]t(¡menttun Thiclcress 0

The momentun thiclcress may be defined as the thiclaress of a region

in the f1ow, measured fron the wall of the pipe, in which the flow would

have the same nomentrm as that which is lost to the flow as a result of

friction. This deficient momentun In4r be e:,cpressed as:

3.5

where p is the fluid density.

T is the radial coordinate measured. outwards from the pipe axis.

R is the pipe radius.

U is the 1ocal mean velocity at r.

U_ is the free stream velocity.

Using an aïgunent sinilar to the one presented for the displacement thiclcress,



¿¡1 equation relating this deficient momentum to the momenti.un in the region

defined by 0 is:

22Zr.Rpru* (R -(R-e))=p/ (u_-U)UZnrdr, s.6-o

and by changing the linits of the integral, as r4ras done in Section S.Z.Z ,
this equation reduces to:

Zrdr. 77

This quadratic equation can be solved to obtain 0, however, as 0 is smal1

conpared to R, the second. order term may be neglected and the resulting

equå.tion for the momentun thickness is:

/.R0=11 (1 -U)U rdr. s.BRdR-ô E- û-

2fR
2R0_0 =/ (1 _U)U

dR-ô û- u-
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3. 3 Turbulence Intensities.

3.3.I General Eryerirnental Procedures.

Another paraneter which is inportant in the d.escription of the flow

conditions is the distribution of the levels of the turbulence throughout

the flow region. In this study, the intensity profiles of the velocity

fluctuations were measured in the frequency band fron 20 Hz to 50 KFIz. The

lower linít was set in order to elirninate the signal due to the large scale

fluctuations pïesent in the flow as a result of the action of the centrifugal

fan in the wind tunnel. The uppeï frequency limit was arbitrarlLy set, as

the power spectnrn measurements did not indicate any appreciable energy

contained in the small scale eddies beyond 50 KIz.

Initially the X-probe was r.sed to measure the root-mean-sqtnre

values of the fluctuating u and v velocity corponents. The results are shovm

in Figure 3.2 wit}r the r.rn.s. values of the fluctuating velocities being

nondimensionalized with the loca1 mean velocity, U. However, it was fotn'rd

that by using the X-probe, the wal1 of the test section could be approached

to a distance of only 6r = 0.08R. By using the bor¡rdary Layer probe the

wal1 could be approached to a distance of Er/R = 0.02, but only the fluctuating

velocity conponent in the 'axial direction could be measured.

It was decided to make a detailed study of the distribution of the

turbulent intensities of the axial velocity component of the f1ow, as the

pressure velocity correlations (discr.rssed in Chapter 4) weïe measured using

only the u corrponent of the flow. Intensity profiles were measured at various

trrrrel speeds along three separate radial traverses, which were axially

displaced from one another by the separation vector 62. From these

measuïements, the gradients 6qt6r/6€z arñ 6(tÆ)/6r could. be determined,

and from the mean velocity profiles the gradients 6U/ôT r4rere also deteniúned.
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3.3.2 Discussion of Results.

. The turbulent intensity profiles of the fluctuating axial component

of the velocity have been measured r.rsing both an X-probe and a botnidary

rayer probe. The measurements taken r;sing the x-probe, show both the u

and v turbulence intensity profiles (see Figure 3.2) with the latter being

approxirnateLy 40% lower in the borndary layer than the former. This result

agrees with the general trend of the intensity profiles as reported by

Klebanoff (1954) and Willnarth and lVooldridge (1963) for a flat plate and

by Laufer (1954) for ful1y developed pipe f1ow.

As the same quantities .hiere measured using two different hot-wire

probe configurations operating urder essentially the same flow conditions,

it was possible to corpare the results with one another. From Figure 3.2

it can be seen that the u intensity profiles compaïe favourably with one

another in.the botmdary rayer region. However, in the region outside the

bowrdary layer, the X-probe measurements ind.icated. a turbulence intensity
1eve1 of 1.5% while the bor.rrdary rayer probe gave values of 0.6%.

Itlhen using the X-probe for the measurements of the intensity levels,

it was necessary to take the signal from each of the hot-wires on the probe,

and form the instantaneous sun and difference of the two signals. The root-

mean-square values of the two new signals were then obtained, and by r;sing

a procedure outlined in the instruction manual for the Disa Rand.om Signal

Correlator, the turbulence intensities were determined. I,Vith the single

wire bollldary layer probe, there was no need 6or the above electronic rnanipulation

of the signals in order to obtain the intensity profiles as shov¡n in.Figure S.S

because the r.n.s. values of the signal could be obtained directly using an

r.xf¡.s. meter.

The electronic noise in the adding and subtracting circuits of

the eorrelator could have introduced erroïs into the X-probe measurements in
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the outer region of the flow where the turbulence i¡rtensity 1eve1 was 1ow.

f ú" intensity of the signal fron the probe increased., the signal to noise

ratio increased and consequently the effect of the electronic noise was

decreased. This would explain the good agreement between the two tests in
the borndary Tayer region, because the leveI. of the turbulence intensity in
this region hlas muctr higher than in the free stream. It was felt that the u
intensity profiles obtained using the boundary Layer probe 'hrere more reliable,
becar.se less signal conditioning was required.

Figure 3.3 shows the turbulence intensity profiles of the fluctuating
conponent of the axial velocity, measured along a radial traverse of the test
section r;sing the bor.¡ndary layer probe. The turbulence intensities show a

definite dependency rpon the free stream velocity, U-. In the region outsid.e

the boundaty layer (Er/RÌ.6), the intensity levels increased with increasing

free stream velocities and reached a maximr¡n at a speeð. of I7Z feet per

second. As the nean flow rate was increased further, the results indicate

a slight decrease in the level of the turbulence intensities. In the inner

region of the flor,v field (EI/R<.S), the velocity d.ependency was reversed,

hlith the intensity levels decreasing for increasing free stream velocities.
This trend did not change at the speed of I72 feet per second as was the case

in the outer region. In the next chapter, the inportance of the phenomena

occurring at free stream velocities neaï 170 feet per second will be discussed

in relation to the correlation measuïements.

A conparison of the turbulence intensity measurements of the

fluctuating conponent of the axial velocity with turbulence intensities as

reported by Laufer (1954) is given in Figure 3.4. Laufer fowrd that by

i.rsing the shear velocity U* as a characteristic velocity parameter, the

variots velocity distributions become independent of the flow Reynolds nurnber.

:.:'ì,;ì:

¡
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Consequently, to compare the results of this investigation to those of Laufer,

the r.n.s. values of the fluctuating u corponent were nondimensionalized

*itg the shear velocity. For the calculation of the shear velocity, the wall
shear stresses were obtained frorn pressure drop measurements. Also shov¡n

in..Figure 3.4 are the results of Willmarth and. Wooldridge (1965) which were

obtained in a two dimensional botu-rdary layer for R$ = Sg,000. It can be
rseen that therÁ|¿/Ux values obtained in this investigation compare reasonably

well with those reported by Laufer for a ful1y developed, pipe flow and by

willnarth and l{ooldridge for a two dimensional boundary layer.
Figure 3.5 shows the distribution, along a rad.ial traverse, of the

r.m.s. values for the fluctuating u component of the velocity. Fron this
figure it can be seen that as the free strean mean velocity was increased,

the value of the fluctuating velocities also increased., but with a percentage

increase slightly lower than that of the mean flow. By numerical differentiation
of the boundary layer data presented in Figure 3.5, the velocity grad.ients

(A^tf#llt) were obtained., as shor,,¡n in Figure 3.6. For the description of
these velocity gradients, the convention adopted was that a positive slope

indicated an increase in velocity with increasing r values. Also presented.

in Fignre 3.6 are the gradients of the mean velocity, (ôu/6r), obtained

by a numerical differentiation of the mean velocity data used to geneïate

the velocity profiles shorn¡¡r in Figure 2.5.

rn the boundary Laye'r, both the -auf,/ar and -ôu/ôr terms increase

in magnitude as the wall is approached (Er/R=O), however, the increase for
the mean velocity is much more pronotu-rced tha¡r that of the fluctuating
velocity, especially in the region near the wall (0.05<6r/R<0.2). From a

consideration of the absolute mmerical values of the gradients, the cuïves

show that t}re 64ffi/ôr values aïe at least an ord.er of nagnitude lower than

those of ôU/ôr, for f1/R< 0.25. The inportance of this is illustrated in

::;::t:":i:J;;a:'.:
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Appendix 4.1 where a:r order of nagnitude analysis is r¡sed for the deter-

mination of the equation relating the fluctuating wa1l pressure to the mean

velocity gradients .

The velocity gradient aF/ôf2 was d.etermined. frorn the intensity
profiles obtained along the three radial traverses, axially displaced. fron

one another by the separation vector {2. The convention adopted for the

description of this velocitl¡ gradient was that a positive gradient indicates

an increase in velocity for increasing f2 values. The velocity gradients,

õJu2/682, for free stream velocities of 10g.5, 160 arÃ Lgz.5 feet per

second are presented in Figure 3.7. For the lower two velocities, the

results show a positive velocity gradient in the outer section of the bor.rrdary

Iayer. This indicates that generation of turbulence is sti1I going on in
this region for these free stream speeds, while for the higher speed of 192.5

feet per second this is not the case as the gradient is always negative.

In the inner region of the bor-mdary layer (Er/R < 0.ZZ for U* = 109.5

f.t/sec and Er/R < 0.34 for u"" = 160 ft/sec) the negative nature of the

velocity gradient shows that a decaying process is taking place. The

velocity gradients for the three speeds å.11 reach a minimt¡n in the vicinity
of Ei/R = 0.06 and increase as the wal1 is approached. This minimr4ir nay be

due to the high shearing stresses present in tJre inrnediate vicinity of the

wal1.

If one considers the absolute nunerical values of the velocity

,, gradients,'8(6\/ô82, it can be seen that they erhibit nagnitudes of the

order of 10. rn oomparison, the magnitudes of the velocity gradients,

aqõ2¡ar and ôu/ôre*âïê of the order of 100 and 1000 respectively.
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Free Stream Velocity, lJ* (ft/sec)

86.5 109.5 160 192.5
Ú ¡ttTsec) Ts.6 95.9 140.8 168.6

6 (fr)

6* (ft)
A ff+\v l\ruJ

ô*/0

,t /^?t

RUxl0-

.0785 .0770 .0770 .0932

.0110 .0110 .0110 .0125

.0077r .00780 .00767 .00765

I.430 L.42I I.449 L.432

7.09 6.94 6.94 8. s4

.3842 .490 .7025 .8440

Table 3.1 A Conparison of the Bormdary Layer parameters for

different flow rates.
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G-IAPTER 4

STATISTICAI PROPERT]ES OF TTJRBTILENCE MEAST]REI,IENITS

4.7 Introduction to Correlation Analysis.

Correlation functions are extremely useful in the analysis of random ,,,:,

phenomena and the complex wave forrns whictr are produced. The correlation
ftlnction technique seens to have been introduced to random pïocess theory

arotnd 1920 by Sir G.I. Taylor and has since been used extensively in the 
, 

1,,

field of turbulence research. This widespread use has been partly due to the ,,.
fact that the correlation fimctions are usually concerned with rea¿ily rneasurable ':r

quarrtities such as velociw arñ pressuïe fluctuations.

The correlation techniques used for describing the interrelationships
anxlng various electrical signals are inportant in two broad areas of application:

(1) Auto correlation - whidr can be r.rsed to detect an rnknou¡n

repetitive signal in the presence of noise.

(2) Cross correlation - used when it is desired. to compare a^/o

wave forrns to determine the degree of conformity between

... .: .) :them. 

.::..,:,:

In the following st¡bsections the nathematical expressions for these .: ,

correlation fimctions are given; cuïyes shcrr.riing the distribution of the

felated correlation coefficients between the fluctuating wal1 pressure and the

fluctuating axial corponent of velocity are also presented.

The cross correlations between the wall pressure fluctuations and :.

turbulent velocity fluctuations at various positions in the flow were measured

in an atterpt to determine how different regions of the d.eveloping pipe flow

contribute to the wa1l pressure field.
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4. 1. 1 Auto Correlation.

The auto correlation technique

form against a delayed version of itself.
this operation is conrnonly written as:

Q44 (r) =

where:

involves the couparison of a wave

The mathematical expression for

r'LimI I
f+co n J _t

ôfrl

T

-Ê /t\I"ILIA' -

T

fA(t) fA(t - r)dt, 4.r

is the auto correlation function.

is a time-delay parameter.

is a tirne function of a stationary physical process such

as the fluctuating pressure or velocity.

is the averaging time.

It can be seen from Equation 4.1 that each point on the complete

correlation function, Q*(t),mr;st be determined by the multiplication of a

signal fA(t) , by a version of itself that has been delayed by some particular
value of 'r, and then integrated over a period T. ltltren this nultiplication
and integration is performed for many values of'r, the complete correlation
ftrrction can be obtained.

The auto correlation fr.rrction perinits extraction of information

concerning signals that are obscured. in noise, but the inherent nature of the

operation rejects phase information concerning f^(t), md produces an output

wave form that may not be an actual reproduction of the input wave form.

However, it will always have the same periodicity as the input signal.

Consequently, r-rsing this technique a frequency analysis of the input signal

may be performed.
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4.I.2 Cross Correlation.

The use of the cross correlation perrnits the corparison of two

input signals fron different, but coherent (not nasked. by noise), sources.

The resulting correlation fi-urction contains information regarding the fre-
quencies that are connþn to both wave forms, and the phase difference between

them. The fr.rrction may be expressed mathematically as:

Qnr (t) = fS # I', rB(r) rA(r - t)dt, 4.2

where:

QAB(t) is the cross correlation furction.
'r is the time-delay paraneter

fn (t) and f.(t) are two different time frnctions that arisel{-' .6. ,

from the physical process being investigated.

Equation 4.2 is very similar to that for the auto correlation, the

difference being that the first input signal is multiplied by a delayed version
of a second input signal, rattrer than by a time-delayed version of itself

The cross correlation is extremely useful in describing the d.egree

,, of conformity between two different signals as a ftnction of their mutual

delay. Becai:se of its ability to measurerquantatively, the degree of "likeness,,
of two signals, the r-lse of this correlation can provide a much deeper insight
into the phenomenon being investigated than a separate analysis of the properties

of either signal alone would reveal.

4.I.3 Experirnental Technique for Data Collection and. Analysis.

Rather than using the particular correlation fimctions in the

form given in Equations 4.1 and 4.2, the two finctions may be represented

in terms of the following general covaria¡rce between two tine dependent

signals.
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This general form is:

QOO (Ez, ãrl t) = , 4.3

I^IneTe:

the over scoïe denotes a statistical mean value.

'r, and t are the time parameters.

xt' R' 6r and Ç, ate the position vectors shov¡¡r in Figure S.1.

p and q are tine fi.u-lctions of a stationary process.

By normalizing Equation 4.3 with the individual root-mean-square values of
the separate signals, the correlation coefficient Rno (Er,6rir), may be

represented as follows :

RnO (Ez,Erit) =

æ
P (xr, R

4.4

This coefficient exhibits much the same pïoperties as the correlation
function and reveals the same information, however, the normalizing procedure

sinplifies the work involved in using the statistical correlation techniques.

If for exanple, two fluctuating velocity signals r^rere being correlated.

with one another, an absolute calibration of the velocity with respect

to the output voltage would. not be necessaly. The reason being that the

calibration constant, relating the electrical output to the velocity, would

be cancelled out by the normalizing procedure. This assunption only holds

for the condition where the calibration does not shift drastically with
time, and fortr¡-rately, this is the case for the hot-wire anemometers a¡rd

the pressure transducer. However, it should. be noted that the dynamic

response of the sensing elements must still be knorn¡n, ffid taken into account.

Another feature of this normalizing procedure is that the correlation
coefficient formed, has values in the ïange of t1.0, with the sign depending
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on the phase shift between the two signals being correlated.

From the generalized equation for the correlation coefficient,

Equation 4.4, the auto correlation coefficie*a, *pp (oro;r) may be represented

AS:

p(xr, R;t) p (xr, R; t + iJ
4.5

p= (*t, R;t)

p(x1, R;t) is a time function of a stationary process such as

pressure or velocity fluctuations.

p=(*,, R;t) is the nean squared value of this time function.

Figure 4.1 shows a block diagram of the electrical analogue method used to

determine the correlation coefficients, and in this figure the two signals

p(xr, R;t) and u(x1 + Ez, R - Eri t) would be made the same in order to form

the auto correlation. The time delay in this circuit was sr.rpplied by the

movable playback heads of the F.M. tape recorder. However, several linitations
were inposed by the use of this time delay unit. In order to ensure a high

enough iæper frequenry lirnit (20 YtIz) it was necessary to opeïate the tape

recorder at a speed of 60 inches per second, md at this speed, a tine delay

of only t5 m sec could be obtained. By operating the tape recorder at 6

inches per second atf,ime delay of t50 m sec could have been introduced,

however, the rpper frequenry 1iûrit was then reduced to z Ktz.

With the transducer mourted in the wa11 of the test section, as

shov¡n in Figures 7.2(b)- and 3.1, the auto correlation coefficients of the wa11

pressure fluctuations l^Iere obtained using time delays in the range of
-5¿'re55m sec. The resulting ci.rrve is shown in Figure 4.2, however, nothing

conclusive could be drawn from this curve due to the limited time d.elay that

could be introduced. A better time-delay trnit, capable of giving larger
tine shifts, could be obtained by the use of an analogue time-delay line,

R fo.o:tì =
rr

where:
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and using this delay line, a more useful correlation curve could have been

obtained.

It will be shov¡t in Section 4.2 that the auto correlation fr.nrction

and the eneïgy spectnrm fi;nction are a Fourier tra¡rsform pair. Thus, no more

information of a random process can be gained by auto correlation function

techniques than what is obtained from direct spectral density measurements.

Because the auto correlation methods employed were not adequate to obtain

information on the periodicity of the input wave form, a more detailed 
:

study of the individual signals frorn the pïessure transducer an¿ hot-wire 
:probes was made with the use of direct por^reï spectral density measurements.

These results are pïesented and discussed. in section 4.2.

The cross correlation coefficient between the fluctuating wa11

pressures and the fluctuating component of the axial velocity can be obtained.

directly from the general forn of Equation 4.4. In this e:pression the time

fi.urction e(xi + 62, R - Eri t + r) would be replaced by u(xr f Ez, R - Eri t * r)
and the new time functions, p(xr, R;t) and u(x1, R;t), would represent the fluc-
tuating pressure and velocity signals respectively. The Disa Ra¡rdon Signal

correlator I^Ias used to deterrnine the cross correlation coefficient, md the block

diagramoftheana1oguecircuitused'isgiveninFigure4.1.

Initia11y,itwastheintentionofthisauthortomeaSureboththeRn.,

and R cross correlation coefficients relating tire wall pressure fluctuations topv

the fluctuating conponents of the velocity in both the axial and rad.ial directions.

The X-probe, which would give tfie u and v coilponents of the fluctuating velocity, 
.,

could approach the wa11 of the test section, in which the pressure transducer

was flush mornted, to a distance of only [r = 0.08 R. The region of interest
in the bor.md.ary layer extended nuch closer to the wal1 than this, and thus
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it was decided to use the bor.mdary layer probe which could approach the

wa11 to a distance of €r = 0.02R. The boi.rrdary layer probe, however, could

only be used to measure the fluctuating velocity in the axial direction
and consequently only the Rn,, correlation coefficients were d.etennined.

, The first measuïements of this cross correlation coefficient were

obtained on a radial traverse of the plane in which the center of the

transducer was located (ãz = 0). To investigate the effects of the i.rr-

, steady flor,,¡ field. created by the hot-wire probe on the pressure transducer,

the probe was located. as close to the transducer as possible, and measurements

, of the root-mean-square wall pressure and energy spectïa of the pressure

fluctuatiorls l\Iere made. It¡ith the hot-wire probe located d.irectly above the

transducer (6rlR = .02) and dovmstream (Ez > 0) of the transducer, there

was no significant change in the root-mean-square wall pressure or the

spectrar densi.ty measurements compared to those taken r4rithout the presence

of the probe. However, with the hot-wire probe located upstream (Ez < g)

of the transducer, a significant change in r.m.s. value of the pressure

fluctuation was observed and consequently, only radial traverses for Ez) 0

were used for correlation purposes. The electrical signals from the hot-wire
:,, .i 'r,'

.:-.':probearrd'thepreSSuÏetransduceIwerefi1teredbeforethecorre1ations

|...|.weremeasured,r.rsingthesamefrequencybandasfortheturbu1enceintensity

measurements, 20 Hz < f < 50 IGIz. The upper frequency limit was inportant

for the pressure transducer output, as a result of its mechanical resonant

.,,.: frequency being 58 KHz. For the correlation measurements it was found that .,,

:.

an averaging tine of 15 seconds was sufficient in order to obtain a true

record of the results.

The results for the cross correlation measuïements (with a zero

tine delay) obtained along three radial traverses for d.ifferent free stream
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near the wa1l of the test section could not be displayed adequately in these

figures, ald consequently Figures 4.5 (a), (b) and (c) were presented with
expanded scales along the axes

4.I.4 Discussion of Cross Correlation Measurements.

The cross comelation coefficients between the wall pressure fluc-
tuations and the fluctuating coûponent of the axial velocity, measured in this
investigation, are presented in Figures a.3@), [b) and (c).

From these figures it can be seen that the cross correlation coefficients
Rp., (Er, Etl 0) all exhibit the sarne general trends as the separation vectors

are changed. There appear to be three separate zones in the f1ow, each

showing distinct characteristic properties, and these regions may be des-

cribed as follows:

(a) The free stream flow region (gr/R > .58) where the turbulence

intensities are of the order of 1%.

(b) The intennittent zone (.48 < Er/R<.5S) where the flow is turbulent

only part of the time.

(c) The turbulent boundary layer zone' (0 < E r/R 4 .48) where the turbulence

intensities show a sharp increase r.p to 10%.

In the folloraring discussion, the free stream flow region and the bo1mdary

layer region will be d.iscussed in detail, however, the intermittent zone

will not be discl-ssed. The reason for this is that the parameter necessary

for a neaningful discussion of the intermittent zone, the intermittency

factor, ]; l{âs not measured. For future studies in this zoÍre, this parameter

should be measured by the technique described by Hwrnel (1970).

The general trend exhibited by these correlation curves for a

given speed, shorn¡ed the values of the cïoss correlation coefficients remaining

constant in the region Er/R > .58; decreasing rapidly in the intermittent
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zo1rci and decreasing gradually througþ zero to a low negative value in the

bou'rdary layer region. Consequently it is natural to discuss each of the

regions separately.

In the free stream flow region (6r/R t .58) the cross correlation
coefficients remaín constant for a given center line velocity, and it was

previously shown in Section 3.3 that the leve1 of the turbulence intensity
in this region also remained constant. The fact that both the correlation
coefficient R (Ez,Et;0) arrd the intensity 1evels were constant wouldpu

suggest that the pressure transducer receives conparable contributions,

from all parts of this region, to the total measured fluctuating pressure.

Considering the Navier-Stokes equations for three-dirnensional flow and

neglecting the body forces per u¡rit mass, the following vector equation

results:

-(I/a) gradP = dl/dt,
where:

4.6

p is the pressure.

p is the fluid density.

v is the velocity vectoï.

Frorn this equation it can be seen that a fluctuating velocity vector causes

a pressure field to be generated arrd this field must be moving away from

the source of generation at the speed of sorlnd.. Thus, the pressure fiel¿
generated in this region must be propagated through this region an-*d then

through the bor¡ndary raye-r to the wa1l, where it is measured with the

pressure transducer. Consequently, the fluctuating wal1 pressures measured

I{Iere a result of both the turbulent action in the boundary layer and. the

fluctuating velocity in the free strean.

Figure 4.4 shows that the correlation coefficient in this region

of the flow is dependent on the center line velocity whereas there d.oes not
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æpear to be avery strong dependenry r-rpon the separation distance {2. The

latter observation wourd suggest the presence of large scale eddies or
pulsatiors in the free stream flow region because one would expect a sharp

decrease in correlation for increased values of Ez if the velocity fluctuations
were due to small scale eddies. From this figure, it can be seen that the
maxiruun correlation between the fluctuating wal1 pressuïe and. fluctuating
axial velocity con4lonent occurred when the center line velocity was ITZ
feet per second. This is probably due to the fact that the intensity
levels of the turbulence (see section 3.3) in this region of the flow also
reached a maxim¡n at this speed.

fn order to for¡mrlate some ideas of the nature of the velocity
fluctuations in the free stream region, it was necessary to study them

in the frequency donain because the turbutrènce intensities measured in the
time domain, did not show the conplete picture of what was happening. rn
Section 4.2 the energy spectral density measurements of the fluctuating
axial velocity conponent in the free stream region are pïesented, and

discussed in relation to the turbulence intensities.

The cross correlation coefficients which were measured with the
hot-wire probe in the boimdary layer region are presented in Figures 4.5(a),
(b) and (c). These curves e*iibit the saine velocity dependency ¿rs r^ras

shor'r¡n in the free strearn flow region. However, in the boundary layer
region a much stronger dependenry r-rpon the separation vector f2 exists. In
the outer region of the bourdary layer the correlation coefficients showed

a gradual decrease in magnitude as the E1/R values decreased.. This, however,

does not irply that the wal1 pressuïe ïeceives conparable contributions fron
all parts of this region since the intensity of the velocity fluctuation
fa11s off rapidly as the distance from the wall , Et/R increases. rn the
inner part of the botmdary Layer, the correlations were increasing in
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- :.
nagnitude towards the wall because of the relatively high turbulence

Íntensities in this region. However, the naximum correlations near .the

wa1l decreased rapidly as the separation vector {2 was increased. This

decrease in correlation tends to suggest the pïesence of smal1 scale,
pressure producing eddies, in the bou-rdary layer. , ,:-.,-:.:.:.

An interesting feature exhibited by these correlation cuïves

was that the correlation coefficient changed. from a positive to a negative
correlation, with the point of reversal being shifted closer to the walI 

, ,1::

as the separation vector Ez was increased. This reversal in sign for the 
:1.::,.,:

correlation coefficient has been reported for a turbulent bourdary layer ,,', ,.

of a flat plate by Kawamura (1-960) and Bradshaw (1967). The latter
presented the argunent that the correlation passes through zero in the region
where the turbulence intensity is high, because the pressure fluctuation
is more nearly in phase with Çu/ôx than u in this region. To validate this
argument, one should obtain the space d.erivative of the fluctuating axial
coÛponent of the velocity and correlate it with the wal1 pressure flucûuations.
This was not done in this investigation but it should. be included in future
WOfk. 

: :.r l

I{hen the boundary layer probe was located on the 6z = 0 traverse, '; ,.

.. .; ..'the maximr¡n correlations between the fluctuating axial velocity and fluctuating ,",,.,.

wa11 pressures near the wa1l (Er/R = .02) were of a magnitude between .06

and '10, which are coÍparable to the values givenbyBradshaw (1967), Kawamura

(1960) and Willmarth and ldooldridge (1962)

From these cross correlation measurements it can be seen that the wa11

pressure fluctuations in developing pipe flow are a result of the interaction
of two con4ronents.

(a) The fluctuating axial velocity in the free stream region generating

a fluctuating pressure which is transnitted. through the boundary layer. :
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.(b) The smal1 scale eddies which are in the turbulent boundary Iayer.

4.2 Introduction to Spectral Analysis.

Another powerful method for describing a fluctuating fiel¿ is to
analyze it into Fourier conponents by adopting the spectral approach. It
was preuiously mentioned in Chapter 3 that the Spectral theory and the

Correlation theory are mathematically related by means of a simple Fourier
transformation- Although these two methods of description are related,
they put different emphasis on different aspects of the flow phenomena

and the spectral theory often gives a clearer d.escription of the basic

nechanism of turbulence. The power spectral density presentation of
turbulence information permits one to consider how the turbulent energy is
distributdd arnong the various frequencies or sizes of the turburent ed.d.ies.

Spectral analysis has long been used in the field of commmications

with Taylor (1938) being the first to introduce it into rhe study of
turbulence by presenting an energy spectnrn of the velocity fluctuations behind

a grid located in a wind tr.nrrel. Fron this time, the power spectral d.ensity

curves for the velocity fluctuations in a turbulent boundary :raye'r have

been presented by investigators such as Laufer (1954), willmarth and

Wooldridge (1963), and,. Tu and Willmarth (1966). The fluctuating velocities
have been studied in great detail, largely because of the earLy development

of the hot-wire anemometer and it has been only in the last fifteen years that
work dealing with the wa1I pïessuïe fluctuations has been wrdertaken. With

the recent development of miniature pressure transducers capable of detecting
sma11 pressure fluctuations, investigators such as Willmarth and. trtlooldrid.ge

(L962'1963), Bul1 (19ó3), Kawamura (1960), md Schloemer (1967) have presented

pol^Ier spectral density curves of the wall pressure fluciuations beneath a

turbulent boundary Iayer.
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In the following sections a mathematical description of the power

spectTLiln' and power spectral density curves of the measured wa11 pressure

fluctuations and the fluctuating axial velocity corponents, fowrd in a

developing pipe flow, aïe pïesented and discussed.

4.2.L Mathematical Description

The power spectral density fwlction of a fluctuating signal is
related to the auto correlation finction of the signal by the Fourier

cosine transformation as shown below:

f*n'(t) = + I onn (o,oir)cos ro'r d'r,
{.It J

-æ

4.7

where:

o --^ (c,l) is a spectral d.ensity ftmction of a fluctuatingpp--
signal, p.

Onn(o,oir) is the auto correlation fi¡nction of the fluctuating

signal.

'r is a time paraneter.

As suggested by Equation 4.7, in'order to obtain the power d.ensity

spectnm from the auto correlation ftnction it is necessaïy to multiply
a cosine function at each frequency by the correlation fimction, and then

integrate with respect to time. l4hen this has been done over the frequency

range of interest, the total pol^Ier spectnm is obtained. Thus, by using this
technique, the correlation functior Onn(oro;t) which exists in the time

dornain is transforrned into a por^¡er spectral densi;ty frn-rction ann (r) which

exists in the frequency domain.

This transforrnation has been used by several investigators to
present information il the frequency domain, from data which was obtained.

in the time dornain using correlation techniques. However, experirnental
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measurements are neveï free from inaccuracies, and becai;se the energy

spectral densities rnay be measured directly using a pohrer spectnrn analyzer,

it is better to consider the nathematíca1 relation between the spectri.un and.

correlation fi.rrction merely as a convenient means of checking the e4perinental

determination of both.

4.2.2 Enperimental Techniques for Data Collection and Analysis.

The power spectra presented in this section were measured i.rsing

the Hewlett-Packard Model 3590-A wave analyzer, with a constant ba¡rdruidth

of 10 Hz being enployed over the frequency range of 10 Hz to 60 wiz. The

narroltl bandr^¡idth r.rsed required the accumulation of data for several minutes

at each center frequenqr so that a reàsonably good average of the signal

could be obtained. lVhen preliminary tests were conducted., it was observed

that the dalrping of t-he internal ï.m.s. meter of the wave analyzer was

insufficient, and consequently, the meter danping was increased fron approxi-

mately 1 second to 10 seconds with very satisfactory results.

The pressure fluctuations r^rere neasured at different free stream

velocities with the pressure transducer located ín the test section, as

shov¡n in Figure 3.1. Figure 4.7 shows the spectral density measurements

of the fluctuating wa11 pïessure, with the ordinate of the spectral densily

cuïves being a decibel scale which is referenced. to l(p bar) r/Hz. In ord.er

to obtain the ordinate scale of the portier spectral d.ensity curyes in the

appropriate units of squared pressure, the r.m.s. values of the signal at
each central frequency ï/eïe recorded r;sing the internal r.m.s. meter of the

wave analyzer. After the whole frequenry Tange under consideration had been

scarrred, the total r.m.s. value of the signal r^ias measuïed in the frequency

band from I0 HzlfSOO KFIz using the Disa r.m.s. meter. This value will be

referred to as the bandr,,ridth unlimited r.m.s. value of the signal, æd
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becarse this measurement was very inportant an average value of several

readings was obtained. using the r.m.s. values fron the wave analyzer, a

power spectral density curve was plotted on linear graph paper with the

ordinate being any arbitrary scale, selected for the best data representation.

To detennine the ordinate scale in the appropriate pressure units,
it was necessary to integrate the density curye and equate the area under

the curve to the bandwidth wrlimited r.m.s. value. Then, by using the

calibration curve for the pressure transducer it was a simple matter to

convert the êlectrical units into i.rrits of pressuïe.

The theory behind equating the area r.nder the power spectral

density curve (plotted on a linear scale) to the root-mean-squaïe value of
the bandrvidth r.nrliilúted signal can be erplained as follows:

0 (f)

ræl

bandrtiidth

f,' frequency (Hz)

FIGTJRE 4.6 TYPICAL SFNPE OF A SPECIRAL DENSITY CIJRVE.

If one considers a bandwidth of (An) Hz with a central frequency of

frr, the corresponding output, per bandr,r¡idth, would be [ö(f)]n which wou]d. be

measured in electrical r-nits as (Ðrr.

If the whole frequency r¿mge was considered, the total electrical output

would be :

n( i ø-"t,la\i:l'"iJ-l t '4-8
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where the sr.unmation is taken over the whole range of frequencies r:nder

consideration. These electrical signals add in quad.rature becar.lse the

quantity which is measured by the wave analyzer is the poÌ{er contained in
the signal. Figure 4.6 illustrates that strips which arc&n/Hz high

and (dn) Hz wide are being added Ep, and when the whole frequency range

is scarrred, the total area lnder the pohrer spectral density curve is obtained

and this must be equal to the bandr¡¡idth unlfunited ï.m.s. signal.

The power spectral density curves of the fluctuating axial velocity
coÍponent 'hrere measured. along the rad.ial traverse , Ez = 0, for various

free stream velocities. These curves are presented r¡sing a decibel scale

based on an arbítrary reference and thus only a qualitative discr¡ssion of
the results was possible. When significant peaks were observed. in the

poI^Ier spectra of the fluctuating axial corponent of velocity in the free

stream region, a furthur investigation of the fluctuatiag velocity was

tndertaken with the traversing mechanism being re-located at the exit of

the contraction cone. At this position, eneïgy spectra of the fluctuating

axial velocity component were obtained.

4.2.3 Discussion of E4perimental Results.

The power spectral density measurements of both the fluctuating

wall pressure and fluctuating axial conponent of velocity are presented. in
this section. The energy spectra of the pïessure fluctuations will be

discussed first, followed by conrnents on the spectra of the velocity fluctuations.

The power spectral density curves of the wa11 pressure fluctuations

obtained for the free stream velocities of 109.5, 160, md rgz,s feet per

second are shor,,m in Figure 4.7 with the vertical scale being represented in

decibels, referenced to 1(u bar)'/rr. rncluded in this figure is the pohrer
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spectral density curve for the anbient noise of the system, obtained with
the transducer moulted in the test section while the turu:el was not in
operation. Thus, the output would be representative of the arnbient noise in
the trmnel plus the electronic noise in the instnunentation. It can be

seen from Figure 4.7 that the anrbient noise 1eve1 is approxirnately z0 Db

below the spectnrn leve1 for the highest velocity and about 10 Db below the

level for the lowest velocity i.rrder consideration in the frequency ïange

frorn 10 Hz to 10,000 Hz. This signal to noise leve1 can be considered to be

acceptable (Schloerner (1967)). Attempts were made to obtain an estimation of

, e contributions which the fan noise made to the total pïessuïe signal,
however, the sor.nrd measurements described in section L.4.3 were inconclusive.

In Figure 4.7 several prominant peaks can be seen in the 1ow fre-
quency range of t-he spectra, and these will be shor¡m presently to be directly
related to the velocity fluctuations occurring in the free stream region.

Also it can be seen from the peak which occurred at a frequency of 5g KIz

tliat the resonant frequency of the pïessuïe transducer assenbly had been

excited, and consequently, no information beyond 50 KHz could be extracted

to aid in the description of the pressure field.
:;i

'l' Figure 4.8 shows a conparison of the power spectral density cuïve

of the wal1 pressuïe fluctuations obtained for a free stream velocity of
192.5 feet per second to the spectra obtained by Bu11 (1965), Willnarth (1965),

and Schloemer (1967) for a flat plate and by Bakewell (1962) for fu1ly
veloped pipe f1ow. The conparison is shovm in the form of nondimensional

'' povrer spectral densities which are plotted as fi.rrctions of a nondimensional

frequency. This can be represented as:

o(f)/p2u*t6* = F(f ô*/u*), 4.9
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rr¡here:

o(f) is the por^/eï spectral density; that is, the mean square

pïessure per unit ba¡rdr,r¡idth.

U_ is the free stream velocity.

p is the fluid density.

ô* is the displacernent thiclcress.

f is the center frequency.

This method of presenting the spectral data prorrided a useful scali11g for the
poh¡er spectral density in terms of tJre frequency, d.isplacement thicleess and

flow velocity.

It should be noted that the curves in Figure 4.8 have not been

corrected for the attenuation of the pressure fluctuations caused by the

finite size of the sensing elements, however, the corrections which should.

be applied (described in Section 4.3) are all of the same order ofmagnitude.
Froin the con4larison it can be seen that the erperimental results are slightllz
higher than the results of the other investigators and. this may be due to the

fact that the transducer was receiving contributions from the free stream

region as well as from the boundary layer.

Figures a.9(a), (b) and (c) show the energy spectra of the fluctuating
axial velocity conponents which .r{reïe measured. along the radial traverse,

6z = 0, for three different free stream velocities. The ordinate scale

of these figures is represented in decibels, based on an arbitrary
reference, and consequently only the energy contained by the fluctuating
velocities measured at different ã1/R values on the same radial traverse,
and for a given speed, may be conpared. with one another. Although the

arbitrary reference of the decibel scale imposes a few linitations with
regards to a quantitative analysis of how the energy distribution changes

with increasing flow rates, it is possible to formulate a qualitative

idea of the flow stnrcture.
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crudely speaking, one can say that the seven energy spectra
presented on each figure show the distribution of the energy among the
various eddy sizes in the three regions of the flow described in Section
3'3. The lower three curves (6r/R = 1, rg and. .6) show the distribution
of the energy contained by the ed.dies in the free stream region; the niddle
curve, Et/R = .4 shows the spectnm obtained in a region neaï the outer
edge of the turbulent bou'rdary rayer; the trpper three curves (Er/R = .2,

'1 and .02) show how the turbulent eneïgy is d.istributed. in the middle
and inner regions of the turbulent boundary layer. rt is convenient to
aliscuss these regions separatelr, in a manner sinilar to the previous
chapter.

rn the free strean region of the fIow, the curves obtained at
EJR = 1 and .8 show sinilar characteristics for the mean free stream

velocities which r.\rere considered. The spectra showed a relatively
constant eneïgy level up to about 200 Hz with a sharp decrease in energy

occgrring the frequency range from 200 Hz to 1000 Hz. Beyond the
1000 Hz frequency region, the energy level remained more or less constant
until a frequenc¡' of 5500 Hz was reached. rn the frequenry range near

6000 Hz a sharp peak is prominent and beyond this frequency, the energy

seems to be increasing slightly with several dist¡inct peaks being pïesent
in this region of the spectra. for the free stream velocities of 160 and

L92'5 feet per second. rt can be observed that the energy 1eve1 of the
spectra obtained at Çv/R = .6 remained constant rrp to about 700 Hz arú,

as the frequency was increased, the energy level did not decrease as rapidly
as in the spectra for Er/R = 1 and .g. This would suggest that as the
boundary layer was approached, a redistribution of energy took place among the
eddy sizes in the range related to the frequencies from 700 to s000 Hz.
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The large anou).ts of energy contained in the immediate frequency

Ïange of 70 Hz indicated the presence of large scale velocity fluctuatíons
in the free strearn f1ow. These large scale fluctuations explain why the
pol^rer spectra of the fluctuating wa11 pressure also have a prominent

peak at 70 Hz, because it has been previously shov¡r that the pressuïe

measurements are strongly correlated with the fluctuating velocity in
the free stream region. Figure 4.10 shows the energy spectra of the

fluctuating corponent of the axial velocity in the free stream region,
obtained at the exit of the contraction cone witå ãr/R = I and. x = 0.

These spectra show prominent peaks occurring in the low frequency region
at 70, 135 and 300 Hz, and because the peaks at 1j5 and s00 Hz were not
observed dov¿nstream in the test section (see Figures 4.g(a), (b), and (c))
it would appear that a certain amou'rt of v.iscous damping had occurred

in the free stream region. The por^ier spectra of the fluctuating wall
pressuïes, measuïed in the test section as shown in Figure 3.1, showed

prominent peaks at 70, 1i5 and 300 Hz, and, consequentry it is possible
that the pressure transducer also measured the pressure waves which were

generated by the fluctuatihg velocitùes rpstream of the test section and

ïiere propagated through the f10w region at the speed of sound.

Also shornrn by the spectra given in Figures 4.9(a), þ) and (c)

was the presence of high energy-containing, high frequency (6000 HzJ

eddies. The pressure field generated by these snal1 scale ed.dies was

only slightly evident in the power spectral density measurements of the
wall presiure fluctuations. This may be due to the attenuation of the
pressure waves resulting from the finite size of the pressure transd.ucer.

Section 4.3 wilt deal with this in more detail.

In the free stream region it can be seen

peaks in the spectra do not shift as the flow rate

that the prominent

is changed and this

.:. :.... 
-::-.,, ..-.,..... : ;
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hlould indicate that the velocity fluctuations aïe not directly related
to the centrifugal action of the fan. The low frequency velocity
fluctuations which have been detected in the free stream region could be

a result of a 1ow frequency pulsation being introduced. into the flow

stream by a uibrating corponent of the tururel such as one of the screen

sections. The internal surface of the contraction cone was for:nd to be

fairly rough, as corpared to the surface finish of the bor.mdary Layer

growth pipes, md it is possible that sma1I scale eddies were generated

at the wall of the contraction cone and were then swept downstream into
the test section. This could accourt for the high frequency velocity
fluctuations which were detected in the free stream region.

Thus, it appears that the velocity fluctuations which were

present in the free strearn flow region were the result of sma1l scale

eddies being sr-perinposed on a low frequenry, pulsating flow field.
The spectral density measurements obtained at l1/R = .{

indicate a fairly large increase in total eneïgy contáined. by the flow

in the outer region of the boluldary layer as corpaïed. to that in the free

stream region. All the spectra in the boundary layer region show that
the total energy contained by the flow increased as the wal1 was approached.

In this region it was noticed that for a specified decrease in Er/R value.3

the energ¡ increase in the outer region of the bou'rd.ary layer was greater

than the increase which occurred in the inner region. The reason for this
phenomenon is not ful1y urderstood, and in order to d.etermine how it is
related to the fluctuating pressuïe and velocity fields in the turbulent

bowrdary l:ayet it would be necessary to study the spectra in a quantitative

illanneÏ.
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4.3 Spatial Resolution of the Sensing Element of the Pressure Transducer.

4.3.I Introduction.

The finite size of the sensing element of the pressure transducer

limits its spatial resolution of the pressure field associated with the

turbulent flow. The signal ou@ut from the transducer is proportional to
an average of the pressure fluctuations over the face of the sensor, and

hence, the transducer is r¡rable to resolve accurately those fluctuations

having wavelengths of the same order of nagnitude as the dimensions of
the sensing êIenent. consequently, there are erïoïs present in the

e4perimental frequency spectral density data, especially in the higher

frequency region.

It has been suggested by tr{lhite (196T) that al1 measurements

which have the condition that

(or/U_) > Tr/Z ,

where:

4.70

ü) is the radial frequency.

r is the radius of the sensing element of the transducer.

U". is the free stream velocity,

are subject to error. From Equation 4.10, errors would. be present in
measurements obtained i.rsing the pressure transducer, with the PITRAN sensing

element, for frequencies beyond 6000 Hz. This value was based on a free

stream velocity of 192.5 feet per second and a radius of .09j inches.

The following section deals with the atterpts by several investigators

to obtain suitable corrections for the above phenomena.

4.3,2 Correction Factors

Corcos (1963) analyzed the problem of the finite element size and.

proposed a semi-enpirical estimation of the ïesponse of flush moi.u:ted transducers
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to the pressul'e field in a turbulent bor.rndary kayer. Several other in-
vestigators (Gilchrist and strawderman (196s) and Geib (196g)) have

reported experimental data, which, when reduced in a form that corresponds

to Corcosr presentation, verify his predictions.

The corrections to be applied to the experimental measurements

of the statistical averages related to the space-time covariance of the

pressure depend, to a certain extent, rÐon an "a priori" lcnowled.ge of
the pressure field. This is shown by the fact that the correction
factor,

Cr(ui) = om/o

where:

4. 11

0m is the measured energy spectral value at a given frequency ür.

o is the corrected eneïgy spectral value at the same frequency,

r^¡as presented in a graphical fonn (reproduced in Figure 4.11) which

showed its dependengr on the nondimensional frequency ur/tJ.. Thus a

lcrowledge of the convection velocity, U., of the pressure field is need.ed

before the correction factor c*(o) may be applied to the erperimental

data.

To determine the convection velocity experimentarry, it
would be necessary to have two flush nounted pïessuïe transducers

located along the pipe, md separated by some distance E. By measuring

the signals from both transducers and performing a space-time cross

correlation between them, the delay time 'r for which the correlation was

a maximi¡n could be obtained. This value would be the time taken for a

pressure producing eddy to be convected the distance 6 and hence, the

convection velocity could be detennined. from tJ- = E/-r. Depending on thec
separation distance f, slightly different values of U. are obtained, an¿

experimental results show U. to be dependent to a certain extent on the
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frequenqr or eddy size.

Only one pressure transducer r^ras a¿ailable and because the
above nethod required two fh¡sh mornted pressuïe transducers, ¿rn

e:perinental determination of U. could not be obtained. However, published

results (8u11 (196s) and willmarth and wooldridge (1962)) show that
the convective velocity varies over the frequency range under consideration
with U. = 0.64 U_ for üJô* = 5.0 U* and U. = 0.7g U* for oô* - .6g U"..

rn order to get an idea of the magnitude of the erroïs
involved in the spectïun measurements of the pressure fluctuations, the

spectral density obtained for u- = rgz.5 feet peï second. was plotted.
in Figure 4.I2, with and without the correction factors being applied.
For the corrections to be va1id, Corcos stated that the ratio r/6 must

be snall, but a m¡nerical value was not given in the paper. Gilchrist
and Strawderman used r/ô ratios of 0.051 and 0.01gs for their experimental

verification of corcos' correction factor and. consequently, the r/ô
ratio of 0.0566 used in this investigation was initially assuned to be

acceptable.

Refe*ing to Figure 4.rz it appears that the corrections
which were applied to the energy spectrum were unduly large, as one would

e:ipect the corrected curve to be decreasing in a sinilar nanneï to that
of the tmcorreÇted curve. A possible explanation for the over correction
is related to the characteristic dimension which was selected for the
PITRAN, because the constmction of this sensing element was quite
different than for a piezoelectric crystal. The correction factor was

determined for use with pressuïe transducers using piezoelectric crystals
which generate changes in electrostatic charge or voltage when stressed by

conpression or tension forces. These. forces act on the whole sensing

element and contribute evenly acïoss the surface and. consequentry, the
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radius of the sensoï was used. by Corcos to be the characteristic length
parameter of the transducer. For the PITRAN sensing element, the piezo-
jurction stress is created with a point force, transmitted from the
diaphragm to the emitter-base jurction by means of a stylus (see Figure
1.1(a)). rn this case, the pressure forces applied acïoss the face of
the sensor do not contribute evenly to the induced stress in the ji.u-rction,

and hence the radiw of the diaphragm would not be a length parameter

conparable to the radius of. a piezoelectric crystal.
It thus appears that the correction factors obtained by Corcos

cannot be used directly to deterrnine the true power spectral density
curve for fluctuating wa1l pressures measrred. with a pressure transducer
using a PITRAN sensing elenent.
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CFTAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AXID RECOMMENDATIONS.

5.1 Conclusions.

The main results of this experimental investigation can be simmarized.

as follows:

(1) Using a piezojrmction sensing element (a PTTRAN), a pressure transducer

capable of measuring both static and. transient pressures, as fould in
turbulence studies, has been developed. In the static mode of operation the

calibration curve showed a 11.5% F.S.O. independent linearity, a S% F.S.O.

hysteresis, and a repeatability of .5% F.S.O. The transducer exhibited a
thermal sensitivity shift of 0.15% F.S.O./or anð. a thennal zero shift of
I% F's.0./op. In the dynarnic node of operation, the transducer erÍribited
a llat (t1 db re .0002 u bar) frequency response from 0 to 20 KFIz and. had

a mechanical resonant frequency of 58 KHz. Measurements of the fluctuating
wa1l pressures, obtained using this pressure transducer in a turbulent
bonndary Iayer, conpared very well with results published by other investigators
using piezoelectric crystals. The good agreement between the results
confirms that thiùs pressure transducer can be trsed with confidence, for
the measurement of wall pressure fluctuations as for.rrd in turbulent
bouidary layers.

(2) The turbulence intensity profiles, which were obtaíned from hot-wire
measurements in the turbulent boun dary layer of a d.eveloping pipe flow,
e:fribited the same general trends as those presented by Klebanoff (1954)

and Wiltunarth and l{ooldridge (1963) for .a flat plate and by Laufer (1954)

for ful1y developed pipe f1ow. From these neasurements, adependnnce on
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the free stream velocity U"o was observed with the intensity levels in
the inner region of the flow field (Er/R < .5) decreasing with increasing
u-. rn the free stream region (Er/R > .6) the intensity 1evels

increased with increasing u- until a maximr¡n was reached. at rJ* = r7z
ft/sec. As the flow rate was increased further, there hras a slight
decrease in the turbulence level.

(3) From a conparison of the pressure and velocity spectral densities
and Rou correlation measurements, it appears that the flow field in the
free stream region of the flow consists of large scale (f < 100 Hz)

pulsations on which smarl scale (f > 6000 Hz) eddies aïe sr.rperimposed,.

rn the boundary Iayet there weïe no predominant scales of eddies present
except at a flow rate ofu* = 192.5 feet peï second, where the influence
of the small scale eddies (6000 Hz) in the free stream was detected.
(4) From the cross correlation measurements and energy spectra of the
fluctuating velocity coilponents and fluctuating wa11 pïessuïes it appears

that the wa1l pressure fluctuations in d.eveloping pipe flow are a result
of the interaction of two pressure fields.

(a) The pressure field associated with the large scale eddies

in the free stream region which is transnitted through

the bor.urdary l.ayet.

(b) The press,re field produced by the small scäre eddies

in the boundary layer.

(5) The orders of magnitude of the absolute ntrnerical values of the

velocity gradients al7/atr, auG/ar and tu/6r were detennined to be

in the ratios of 10, 100 and 1000 respectively.

(6) rn the bor:ndary rayer region the cross correlation coefficient
changed from a positive to a negative correlation, with the point of
reversal being shifted closer to the wa11 as the separation vectoï Ez was
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increased. This reversal in sign for the correlation coefficient has been

also reported for a turbulent bourdary layer of a flat plate by Kawamura

(1960) and Bradshaw (1967) who attributed. it to the fact that the pressure

fluctuation is more nearly in phase with ôu/ôx than u in the resion
where the reversal occurred.

(7) The finite size of the sensing element of the pressuïe transducer

limits its spatial resolution of tJre pressure field associated. with the
turbulent flow. Corcos (1963) proposed a serni-empirical estimation of
the errors introduced in spectral density measurements obtained using
piezoelectric crystals as the sensing element. However, due to the

difference in constn-rction between a piezoelectric sensing element and

the PITRAN, the correction factors proposed by Corcos coul¿ not be r¡sed.
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5.2 Recorrnendations.

The energy spectra and cross correlations weïe measured prinarily
at one station along the pipe a¡rd in order to do a detailed. analysis of
developing pipe flow, many more stations mrst be considered. Future

investigations of a developing pipe flow should inelude:

(a) Measurements obtained at several positions along the pipe

section in which the flow is developing, and. in a region of
ful1y developed pipe flow in order to check that eryerimental

and data reduction techaiques aïe correct.

(b) Measurements of the interrnittency factor .

(c) cross correlation measuïements between alffi/ax and the wali
pressure fluctuations to validate Bradshaw's argument (1967)

of why the correlation curves change sign.

(d) A detailed analysis of iiJre shear stress developed at the wa1l.
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APPENDIX A.1

EQUATIONS RELATING PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS TO

MEAN VELOC]TY GRADIENTS.

Using the relevant Navier-Stokes equation for turbufrent flow,

it is possible to e4press a relationship between the fluctuating pressures

and fluctuating velocities. This is important as it enables one to

obtain an idea of the pressure field through direct measurements of the

vêlocity field.

The following is a sunnarized version of the mathenatical

treatment of the problern as presented by Corcos (1965).

þ taking the dñvergence of each term of the Navier-stokes

equation for turbulent flow, md naking use of the continuity equation,

the following expression results:

V2p = _p^ ð2V¿Vr., A.1" ã[TXj

where:

P is the pressure.

V is the velocity vector.

x is the position vector.

po is the fluid density,

and the repeated index denotes suurnation over all three components, in
the ordinary cartesian convention. Both the pressure and velocity terms

are made ræ of a mean and a fluctuating component and are denoted by:

p =P*pt
V. -U.+u-111

V. =U.+u.JJJ
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When the above are substituted into Equation 4.1 the following equation

results:

v2p + v2pt = -p^ [ ðU¡ âU¿ + 2-ðUi ðuj +
" [ ðx¿ âx, åx¡ ð*¿

t-
= -0^ | 2 âU¿ Aq¿ +

" L ðx¡ ðx¿

_a,¿¡_ a",l A.2
âx¿ âx¡ J

If a time average of the terms in the above equatiön is taken and the

resulting eripression is subtracted fron this equation, the resulting

equation can be written as:

v'p'

where:

{ a'u¿u, - a'".".,}l
L ðx¿ âx¡ àx¿ ðxi J J

l{.J

The two terms contributing to the right hand side, which define the velocity

field, can be referred to as the mean shear-turbulence interaction and the

turbulence - turbulence interactions respective 1y.

If, the turbulence=turbu4ênce interaction term can be considered

negligible, then for two dimensional flow, Equation 4.3 becomes

v'p' - -2Qo g¿, g¿-i
dxj dx¿

= 
-Zp^[aU a" + ðV ðv + ðU ðv + aV âul , A.4

" Lã* ãï 5t ãt ã7 ãx ãI ã7j

where U and V are the components of mean velocity and u and v are the

fluctuating conponents of velocity in the x and y directions, respectively.

By assuming the fo11owíng terms are small,

f au n"Ì , fg gÌ*¿ fg pl ,lãxãiJ lãtwJ lãxwI
Equation 4.4 is reduced to

v2p,=_2po## 4.5
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This equation has been the foundation of a nunber of atteÍpts

to predict turbulent borurdary layer wa11 pressure fluctuations. However,

this equation only holds for the assrmption that the orders of magnitude

of the appropriate terms are small.

A result of the erperimental work of this investigation showed

that:

ðU/âr = 0(1000)

àJæ /àr = o(1oo)

ò^¡F làx = o(10).

Also from the turbulent intensity profile for the v corponent of the

fluctuating velocif, a rough estimate of the order of magnitude for

aS'/ar was made to be 0(50). Measurements of ðU/ðx and âV/ðx were

not taken, however, it is not e:pected that these quantities would be

very large.

By making the crude approximations that r =y and TQfu\ = 0(u)

it can be seen that the assr.nptions used to get Equation 4.5 were valid.
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